We believe in the balance of people, planet, and profit working together towards a better future for all. For over 30 years we’ve been reclaiming and sourcing wood in responsible ways, from responsible companies, responsible places, and responsible people. Sustainability is part of our culture, a shared commitment to doing right for our customers and the environment.

**Sustainability Statement & Certifications**

**FSC Certified**
We are Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) chain of custody certified in three categories. The categories include: We are certified for FSC Mix Credit, FSC Recycled 100% and FSC 100%

**Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design**
Our products are LEED-point or WELL Building Standard eligible (performance-based measuring and monitoring how built environments impact well being). Check our product web pages or call us for specifics.

**UL GREENGUARD® Gold Certified**
Many of our products and finishes are UL Greenguard Gold certified, meaning they have been tested and verified to have no/very low VOC emissions.

**Health Product Declaration Collaborative**
We have a full transparency document through HPD Collaborative for each of our products. Call to request them or find them on mindful MATERIALS.

**Crafted in the USA**
Nearly all of our products are made in NY and OR, in a way that’s healthy for you, our employees, and the planet.

**mindful MATERIALS**
To see a full listing of sustainability for all of our products, visit our mindful MATERIALS page.

**SmartWay**
We ship using SmartWay, which focuses on the reduction of the carbon footprint of freight operations and ensures a long-term sustainable supply chain through measurable metrics.

**JUST International Living Future Institute**
JUST is a transparency platform for us to disclose our operations, including how we treat our employees, and where we make financial and community investments through repeated and measurable indicator metrics.

**Wood is Good**
Our wood products are Red List Free and a naturally Carbon Sequestering material. Our engineered products use a CARB2 and TOSCA compliant substrate.

**1% BACK**
Our Teak is reclaimed from retired structures in Indonesia where it is crafted in an approved facility. 1% of all of our Reclaimed Teak sales are donated to conservation causes in Indonesia and Malaysia.

**Preserving Barns**
We’ve worked hard to find sustainable and alternative sources for our American Prairie (Barn Wood) lines. We’re doing our part to help out as members of: National Barn Alliance, Restore Oregon - Heritage Barns, and the New York State Barn Coalition.

**Looking for a different certification?**
Call us, we may have it in the works.
Following the Triple Bottom Line business model, we believe that people, planet, and profit work together to ensure a better future. We strive to keep our carbon footprint small; our roofs house 100kW solar arrays, and our wood scraps keep us warm. We encourage our coworkers to drive electric and charge up at work. We are an employee owned company, putting company stock in the hands of employees and helping preserve local jobs. One percent of our reclaimed teak sales are donated to conservation causes on the island of Borneo. Our American Prairie sales support domestic barn and history preservation. We believe in promoting a sustainable wage for all who work here. Your purchases are what make this crazy ride possible. thank you.